INDUSTRIAL NON-LIFTING FLOOR PAINT

Thank you for selecting this quality Griot's product. Griot's Garage INDUSTRIAL NON-LIFTING FLOOR PAINT is a water-based epoxy paint that will provide years of having fun in your garage!

**QUESTION:**
What are the optimal temperatures for painting?

**ANSWER:**
Required minimum air and concrete temp is 50°F. This is absolute minimum, we recommend 60°+ and 70°+ is ideal, best case scenario. Colder temps and increased humidity will extend all curing and dry times. If it's too cold, the paint will not fully cure. Temperatures above 90°F may cause paint to thicken or cure prematurely making it difficult to roll on the floor.

**QUESTION:**
How much oil staining is acceptable on the concrete floor after you have cleaned?

**ANSWER:**
Ideally, none. If spots cannot be completely removed they must be cleaned as thoroughly as possible. Any remaining spots or stains pose risk of lifting.

**QUESTION:**
Is a power washer recommended?

**ANSWER:**
Power or pressure washer is REQUIRED

**QUESTION:**
Can the muriatic acid be neutralized with ammonia and then rinsed clean with water or should the acid be only rinsed from the concrete with water?

**ANSWER:**
DO NOT neutralize with a base like ammonia. Simply rinse clean with water.
**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS**

**QUESTION:**
How much rinsing is needed after using the muriatic acid?

**ANSWER:**
Preferably two full rinses. Etch in sections working from the back toward the garage door. Rinse acid out the door after each section. Once floor has been completely etched and rinsed, rinse the entire floor one more time.

**QUESTION:**
If a hydrostatic test is recommended what time of the year should it be performed?

**ANSWER:**
Any time of year is okay, but the best would be the wettest time of year when the water table is highest. Depending on the area fall or winter is ideal.

**QUESTION:**
If a concrete sealer has been used on the slab what special steps are needed to get paint adhesion?

**ANSWER:**
The entire floor must be either “media” blasted or diamond ground to guarantee proper paint adhesion. Paint stripper followed by acid etching can also be used but this is the least favorable method as it is not as thorough. This is also true for floors already coated with a different paint.

**QUESTION:**
What can be done if the paint is not sticking to the floor as if there is a “non-stick” coating applied?

**ANSWER:**
This could mean 1 of 3 things, there is a sealer or coating already present, the floor was not properly prepped, paint is too thick or drying too quickly (too hot or not enough water reducer) and is lifting back onto the roller as it is applied. If there is no sealer present and the floor has been properly etched, add more water as reducer to the mix (up to 1 qt per gal).

**QUESTION:**
What is the recommend cure time for a new slab of concrete before painting?

**ANSWER:**
New concrete must cure for a minimum of 7 days prior to painting.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

QUESTION:
I understand the warranty may be different/ how different?

ANSWER:
Griot’s Garage offers NO WARRANTY for this product. Results are entirely dependent on the preparation and application processes of the user.

QUESTION:
Are we going to offer a paint stripper for preparation?

ANSWER:
No, paint stripper by itself is not a thorough preparation method and should only be used to spot treat paint drips or stains prior to acid etching.

QUESTION:
I have floor paint that wasn’t applied properly, what would the process be applying new paint? Would I be able to apply it over the previous paint?

ANSWER:
No, you cannot apply our paint over existing floor paint unless it is the same brand. Existing floor paint must be removed via diamond grinding or media blasting prior to application of new paint.

QUESTION:
What is the difference between media-blasting and diamond grinding? Is one better than the other?

ANSWER:
Media blasting uses high pressure air to blast small particles at the surface to remove any coatings and give the surface “tooth”. Diamond grinding uses diamond grinding pads to actually grind away (similar to sanding) the top layer of concrete removing any coating and also giving the surface “tooth”. One process is not necessarily better than the other, just two separate ways of doing things. They both require clean up and are around the same price for rental.

QUESTION:
Should the anti-slip option only be applied after the first coat? Or should it be applied after each coat is applied?

ANSWER:
Anti-Slip additives should only be applied after the first coat. This assures that they will not break loose from the paint after prolonged use.
**QUESTION:**
I understand that there is no warranty on this item, but I haven’t opened/used the paint, would I be able to return it?

**ANSWER:**
Yes, any unopened product can be returned for full refund or exchange. This applies to unused preparation items as well (if they make up a whole kit). Customer is responsible for return shipping cost.

**QUESTION:**
What is the best way to fill chips or cracks in the concrete?

**ANSWER:**
Sandable/paintable caulk can be used for small cracks and chips, for larger cracks (larger than 1/8”) automotive “bondo” or body filler works best. Either of these can be sourced from your local hardware or auto parts store.

### CHEMICAL AND STAIN RESISTANCE (24 HOUR IMMERSION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable Oil</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiskey</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisodium Phosphate, 25% solution</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Oil</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake Fluid</td>
<td>slight softening, film recovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Fluid</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Spirits</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Sulphuric Acid</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Hydrochloric Acid</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Acetic Acid</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>slight softening, film recovers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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